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Make waves this summer with our refreshing designs brimming with innovation and 
tailored to fi t today’s lifestyle while staying true to our core values. We're delighted 
to introduce our latest Summer collection—a fusion of smart, stylish and functional 
products. Not only are they on-trend, but they are designed for impact, carrying the 
power to ignite positive change. Dive in and discover what’s new.
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LIVING WELL

Igloo® Sport Sipper - 20 oz.
Designed with hydration in mind and intuitive, 
drinker-friendly details. Includes a leakproof 
straw-bottle lid, built-in coaster, copper lining 
for temperature control, and a rounded bottom 
cap to slide easily into any pocket. Made with 
90% recycled stainless steel.

102139-100 White  •  102139-944 Carbonite

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $24.98S

{ Available May 2024 }
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Igloo® Twist 'n Chug Bottle - 46 oz.
Quench a big thirst or meet a daily hydration goal with  
this insulated, leakproof bottle. The flip and sip handle  
folds flat for a streamlined profile when not in use.  
Effortless and long-lasting temperature control  
no matter how long the day. Made with 90% recycled 
stainless steel.

102143-100 White  •  102143-944 Carbonite

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $39.98S

Igloo® Travel Tumbler - 40 oz.
Extra large and extra friendly, this 40 oz. tumbler is a 
powerhouse hydration station for hot or cold drinks.  

Loaded with drinker-favorite features including a leakproof 
lid threaded for left and right hand sipping, a built-in coaster 

and a 2-piece straw for easy cleaning and storage. Made 
with 90% recycled stainless steel.

102141-100 White  •  102141-944 Carbonite

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $39.98S

Igloo® Twist 'n Chug Bottle - 36 oz.
Stay refreshed with this premium stainless steel bottle 

engineered for active hydration. It keeps drinks at the ideal 
temperature for hours with double wall vacuum insulation 
and a copper lining. Designed with a threaded leakproof 

lid for worry-free travel, a swing up handle that adds 
convenience and an extra large opening for easy cleaning. 

Made with 90% recycled stainless steel.

102142-100 White  •  102142-944 Carbonite

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $29.98S

{ Available May 2024 }
{ Available May 2024 }

{ Available May 2024 }
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Igloo® Rival 1/2 Gal Jug
This whopping half gallon jug is fully insulated 
for greater ice retention. It features the 
innovative and ever-so-practical CONNEXT™ 
attachment system, to hang or clip the jug to 
fences, backpacks, duff els, golf carts and more.

102138-100 White
102138-945 Tactical Grey

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $19.98S

Igloo® Travel Tumbler - 32 oz.
Super long-lasting chill and practically never-ending 
heat make this the tumbler they’ll return to. With a 
dual threaded lid for left and right-handed drinking 
and a 2-piece straw for easy cleaning and storage, 
it’s loaded with fan-favorite features. Made with 
90% recycled stainless steel.

102140-100 White  •  102140-944 Carbonite

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $29.98S

{ Available May 2024 }
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W&P is passionate about food and equally passionate about ending food insecurity. 
W&P is proud to partner with City Harvest to support food rescue initiatives—
including rescuing 100,000 pounds of food directly supporting 28,000 families. 

W&P proudly supports City Harvest through volunteer work, give back opportunities, 
and amplifi cation of the City Harvest mission. For more information, 

visit: www.cityharvest.org/our-story/.

W&P Seal Tight Plastic Bowl 24 oz.
Practical and pretty, this elegant, shatter-resistant bowl is 
the leakproof way to store leftovers, carry snacks or sip 

soup. With a convenient screw-top and a soft-touch silicone 
sleeve, it holds three full cups in a dishwasher-safe container.

102104-088 Charcoal

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $22.98S

W&P Seal Tight Plastic Bowl 16 oz.
A lightweight alternative to the glass container. 

Crafted from durable plastic and wrapped in protective 
matte silicone, it’s an everyday solution to food storage 

designed to encourage healthier daily habits.

102105-088 Charcoal

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $19.98S
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W&P Mini Ice Cube Box
Just right for entertaining or simply holding a steady supply 

of fresh ice, this little box keeps ice clean, odor-free and 
cocktails tasting as intended. It can store up to two trays of 

frozen cubes while freezing a third, providing 48 perfect 
cubes. Its lightweight, grippable design is ideal for small 
freezers. Both the tray, lid, and box are dishwasher safe. 

Tucks away neatly for convenient storage.

102115-088 Charcoal

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $22.98S

NEW COLOR ADDED  |  AS LOW AS $27.98S

W&P Bento Box
A fresh take on the classic lunch box. The bento box 
design features three food storage compartments. 
The roomy bowl is perfect for large salads while the 
tray holds chips, sandwiches or fruit. Lightweight and 
compact, it fits neatly in bags.

101669-088 Charcoal 
101669-274 Cream NEW COLOR 

W&P Wide Mouth Glass Bottle 16 oz.
Made from food-grade glass to ensure quality and 
cleanliness, this wide-mouth bottle maintains the  

freshness of every sip. With a leakproof twist-off cap,  
it offers 16 oz. of crystal-clear hydration. 

102106-088 Charcoal

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $32.98S
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CORKCICLE®  Sport Canteen Soft Touch- 20 oz.
Made with DURAPRENE™ for a soft-touch fi nish and exceptional durability, it's 
triple insulated to keep your drinks at the perfect temperature. The non-slip 
bottom ensures stability, while the leakproof sip lid cover makes for easy, mess-
free sipping. With an ergonomic soft carry handle and wide mouth for ice cubes, 
it's designed for convenience. Say goodbye to bottle sweat and enjoy hassle-free 
cleaning with its dishwasher-safe design. 

101412-373 Citron  •  101412-763 Hammerhead
101412-782 Midnight Navy  •  101412-790 Powder Blue

AS LOW AS $46.98S
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Every CORKCICLE® purchase helps bring clean water to people in need through CORKCICLE’s partnership with charity: water. 
By giving people access to clean water, they are restoring health, providing new opportunities and creating real change 

in developing countries. For more information, visit corkcicle.com/pages/charity-water.

CORKCICLE® Series A Crossbody Belt Bag
On trend and hands-free, this bag can be worn as a crossbody or waist pack. Keeps valuables secure and essentials 

easy to access in a tidy little silhouette with big personality. Fully adjustable webbing belt with magnetic buckle.

101915-001 Black

CORKCICLE®  Series A Studio Duff el
Everybody’s dream duff el, it’s packed with thoughtful features to take them from the offi  ce to the gym to a weekend away. 

Includes a roomy zippered opening with space for a 15" laptop, a shoe tunnel to keep shoes upright and out of the way, 
side zippered water bottle pocket and a trolley strap to hook to luggage for hands-free carrying.

101781-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $89.98S

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $39.98S
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OUTDOOR COMPANIONS
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Slowtide® Turkish Cotton Towel
Portable, packable and oh-so-absorbent, this cotton towel is a great 
companion on any outdoor journey. Pretty enough to use at home 
and practical enough to take to the beach, these towels dry three 
times faster than traditional terry. It's also resistant to sand and nearly 
twice as wide as a standard towel. Made from 100% sustainably 
sourced cotton. Oeko-Tex certifi ed and free of harmful chemicals 
and allergic substances.

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $47.98S

101703-591 
Cabana 

NEW COLOR

101703-592 
Koko 

NEW COLOR

Stay Dry in Style
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Harborside Backpack Cooler
This classic yet functional design offers a large opening  
for easy access and an interior pocket for snacks. It includes  
a front zippered pocket with a bottle opener, stretch  
mesh side pockets and a sternum strap for easy carrying.  
The water-resistant bottom ensures durability, and  
maintenance is simple with spot cleaning for the exterior  
and a wipe-clean interior PEVA lining.

101439-100 White

AS LOW AS $49.98R

Harborside XL Boat Bag
This classic oversized tote with a nautical twist 
is perfect for outings. It features a spacious 
interior with a zippered accessories pocket  
and a front zippered storage pocket. With  
dual carrying options and a water-resistant 
bottom, it's easy to take anywhere and  
even easier to love.

101440-100 White

AS LOW AS $34.98R
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Harborside Medium Boat Bag
Bring summer to life with this nautical style boat 
bag sporting classic lines and a breezy attitude. 
Packed with maritime personality, it comes complete 
with a water-resistant bottom and a boat-inspired 
zip cord.

102041-100 White

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $24.98R

Harborside Mini Boat Bag
A classic, maritime design in a mini tote that’s 
perfect as a gift bag or giveaway. Equipped with 
both a sturdy handle and a convenient grab handle, 
off ering versatile dual-carry options. A cord zipper-pull 
gives a nod to boating life. The TPU coated bottom is 
water-resistant.

102040-100 White

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $14.98R
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VSSL Nest Pour Over Set
Making a terrifi c cup of coff ee in the great outdoors 
is now possible with this rugged, portable brewing 
system. Made of 80% recycled stainless steel with 
a double-walled insulated body. It includes a 10 oz. 
mug, a splashproof lid and a pour-over coff ee 
device all wrapped up in one compact system. 
Tailored specifi cally for people on the go, 
just attach the pour-over device to the 
accompanying mug and it's ready to brew. 

102089-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $55.00S

Includes One 10 oz. Mug

VSSL Nest Pour Over Coff ee Kit
Experience the essence of van life with our durable, portable brewing system, 
bringing the joy of great coff ee to the wilderness wherever they roam. Crafted from 
double-walled insulated, 80% recycled stainless steel, it combines two 10 oz. mugs, a 
splashproof lid and a pour-over coff ee device in one compact package. Simply attach 
the pour-over device to the mug and it's ready to brew for a great cup of joe away 
from home. Compatible with the Java G25 Grinder (not included).

102087-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $80.00S

Includes Two 10 oz. Mugs
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iLive™ Outdoor Lantern and Powerbank
A camping companion that's built for modern life. 

This compact LED lantern has fi ve light modes, a battery 
life of up to 70 hours and a USB port for mobile charging, 

making every outdoor adventure shine a little brighter. 
Plus, the magnetic top of the lantern and powerbank 

adds versatility to its placement options. 

102121-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $49.99T

iLive™ Solar Power Bank & Light 
with Wireless Charger

Eff ortless to carry along when camping or hiking, 
this compact, lightweight, portable power bank is made 

to be mobile. It charges up to three devices at once, 
including the convenience of a wireless charging pad.

102122-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $44.99T

Lighting the Way
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Cuisinart Outdoors™ 4-Piece Grill Tool Set
Summer begins at the grill and this 4-piece tool set will be the chef’s 
favorite companion all season long. Packaged with a grill glove 
designed to keep hands cool when things heat up and three durable, 
stainless steel essentials; the chef's spatula, grill tongs and grill fork.

102102-001 Black  •  102102-610 Red

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $32.99T

Cuisinart Outdoors™ Outdoor Pizza Oven
Turn anyone into a pizza-making master with this easy-to-use 
oven that takes all the guesswork out of cooking the perfect pizza. 
Contoured lid promotes natural convection heat to match the stone 
and oven temperature for perfectly cooked crust and toppings. 
Reaches temps over 800° F, cooks pizzas in under fi ve minutes. 

102076-649 Black & Red

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $229.99T
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Cuisinart Outdoors™  
Condiment & Topping Station
The perfect solution for outdoor condiments and toppings.  
Taco nights and backyard BBQs just got easier with the stainless  
steel station built for entertaining. With three compartment sizes  
and a transparent lid to keep ingredients fresh and easy to access.  
All containers are dishwasher safe and make it great for the grill  
or the griddle.

102103-047 Stainless Steel

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $36.99T

Cuisinart Outdoors™ 
2-Piece Magnetic LED Grill Lights
These clever nine energy-saving and bright LED lights keep 
the grill going long after the sun goes down. Perfect for 
patios and outings, the strong magnetic base fixes to most 
metals and bends, turns and twists to light up any task.  
Each take 3 AAA batteries (not included).

102111-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $21.99T
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Igloo® Profile II 28 qt. Roller Cooler
Push, pull or carry this perfectly sized, wheeled cooler anywhere 
at all. Easily transport, load and unload with the telescoping 
handle and side handles, complete with gear hangers specifically 
designed to accommodate totes, bags, and more. Features 
innovative THERMECOOL™ foam insulation which is over 50 
times better for the environment than traditional foam insulation. 
Made in USA. 28 qt. & 38 can capacity.

102073-886 White & Red Star
102073-887 White & Majestic Blue

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $79.98S

Igloo® Profile II 50 qt. Cooler
A lightweight but durable design makes this cooler just right for 
family outings or camping trips. Compact enough for a quick 
day away but made to keep things cold for up to three days. 
Swing-up handle and tie-down loop feature. Features innovative 
THERMECOOL™ foam insulation which is over 50 times better 
for the environment than traditional foam insulation.  
Made in USA. 50 qt. & 78 can capacity.

102074-886 White & Red Star
102074-887 White & Majestic Blue

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $69.98S

Igloo® Profile II 60 qt. Roller Cooler
The epitome of chill that’s easy to manage with rugged  
wheels and locking telescope handle for push or pull use.  
Triple-snap, leak-resistant drain plug makes quick work of 
melted ice. Designed for up to four days of ice retention. 
Features innovative THERMECOOL™ foam insulation which  
is over 50 times better for the environment than traditional 
foam insulation. Made in USA. 60 qt. & 94 can capacity.

102075-886 White & Red Star
102075-887 White & Majestic Blue

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $109.98S
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Igloo® Profi le II 16 qt. Cooler
Lightweight and right-sized for daytrips and outings 
with a flat-pack handle for easy stacking and storage. 
Designed for up to three days of ice retention, it comes 
in two classic, all-American colors. Features innovative 
THERMECOOL™ foam insulation which is over 50 times 
better for the environment than traditional foam insulation. 
Made in USA. 16 qt. & 24 can capacity.

102071-886 White & Red Star
102071-887 White & Majestic Blue

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $49.98S
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Igloo® Tag Along Too Cooler
Enjoy superior freshness with its fully insulated foam lid 
featuring MaxCold® performance, keeping your beverages 
icy for up to two days. Designed with an adjustable 
strap for hands-free convenience and enough height to 
accommodate upright sports drinks or bottles. It’s easy 
and portable and just the right size to tag along on any 
adventure. 11 qt. & 14 can capacity.

102070-590 Powder Blue  •  102070-946 Light Grey

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $59.98S

Igloo® Kooltunes® 14 qt. Cooler
It’s a cooler, it’s a boombox, it’s a blast from the 
past! The classic Playmate with built-in speakers 
make it a party-perfect favorite. Bluetooth® 
connectivity, weather-resistant exterior and 
extended playtime with up to 10 hours audio on 
one charge. 14 qt. & 26 can capacity.

102136-100 White

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $174.98S

{ Available June 2024 }
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Igloo® 3 Gal. Bucket Cooler
Perfect hydration at ball games, picnics and even the job 
site, this fully insulated cooler works overtime—it can be 
used as a bucket when empty or an extra seat at any outing. 
The exterior, soft-sided, insulated cover features mesh 
pockets for additional storage. Features a sturdy bail handle 
with locking lid. Made in USA. 12 qt. & 16 can capacity.

102137-945 Tactical Grey

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $89.99T

Igloo® Trailmate 25 qt. Hard Side Cooler
The up-for-anything, easy to transport cooler is crafted  

for the great outdoors. This compact yet spacious  
25 qt. cooler is packed with extra-handy features like  

a bottle opener, lockable lid with stay-open hinges,  
cup holders, a drain plug and innovative two-finger  

grab latches. Made with Sure-Lock™ technology,  
ensuring an effortless and secure closure every time.  

Made in USA. 25 qt. & 38 can capacity.

102068-059 Bone

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $139.98S

Igloo® Trailmate 50 qt. Hard Side Cooler
A super rugged solution for any outdoor adventure.  

Bold, sturdy construction with long-lasting ice retention  
and extra-handy features. Includes a bottle opener, lockable 

lid with stay open hinges, cup holders and a threaded  
drain plug designed to seamlessly connect to your garden 

hose. Complete with a non-slip tethered cap for added 
security. Made with Sure-Lock™ technology, ensuring  

an effortless and secure closure every time.  
Made in USA. 50 qt. & 81 can capacity.

102069-059 Bone

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $169.98S
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iLive™ Indoor & Outdoor 
Bluetooth Solar Speakers
Surround them with 360 degrees of sound. 
These clever Bluetooth® speakers have 
removable stakes, for optimal placement 
and sound quality in any environment inside 
or out. Holds a charge for 4 full hours. 

102016-001 Black

iLive™ Tiki & Bluetooth Speakers with LED Flame
Bring the party to the outside with these beautiful wireless speakers. Turn 
on summer’s ambiance with a real-flame, flickering lighting eff ect. Built-in 
rechargeable battery, off ers 4 hours of playtime for nonstop enjoyment. 
Removable 20" stakes make the lantern just right for indoors, too. 

102124-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $84.99T

AS LOW AS $79.99T

{ Available May 2024 }
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iLive™ Water Resistant Magnetic Speaker
Water resistant and magnetically attachable to most metal 
surfaces, this small speaker packs a big punch. With a 
shock-absorbing cover, it’s durable and Bluetooth® 
compatible, with built-in rechargeable batteries for 
up to 10 full hours of playtime.

102120-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $24.99T

Big Sound 
to Go
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Parkview Backpack Cooler
This colorblock backpack cooler made 
with recycled polyester comes with two 
roomy insulated compartments making it 
a stylish and smart favorite. Thoughtfully 
designed with a top grab handle and 
adjustable backpack straps for 
easy-carry options. 38 can capacity.

101748-774 Greystone

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $44.98R
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Adventure Ready

GO ANYWHERE GEAR
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Parkview Insulated Dual Food Carrier
An ideal answer for on-the-go meals. This carrier, made with 
recycled polyester, packs up two 9" x 13" casserole pans with 
dual insulated, foil-lined compartments to keep food hot or 

cold. The top padded handles make it easy to transport.

101749-774 Greystone

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $39.98R

Parkview Lunch Box Cooler
Brighten up any backyard BBQ with this stylish 

color-block cooler made with recycled polyester. 
It features two insulated compartments, dual carry 

options and a large wipeable main compartment 
for easy cleaning. 18 can capacity.

101746-774 Greystone

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $24.98R

Parkview Tote Cooler
A fresh take on the timeless cooler tote made with 
recycled polyester. This easy to carry tote is designed 
with two insulated compartments and a front 
zippered slash pocket for stashing smaller items while 
on the move. Comfortably carries items with padded 
shoulder straps. 30 can capacity.

101747-774 Greystone

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $39.98R
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Parkview Insulated Wine-to-Go Carry Tote
A sophisticated, compact wine-to-go tote complete with two Tritain™ wine tumblers and a corkscrew. The tote is made  

with recycled polyester and features dual zippers that open to a large insulated main compartment and a front slash  
pocket just right for storing smaller items. Wine not included. 

101787-774 Greystone

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $49.98R

Parkview Insulated  
Coffee-to-Go Carry Tote
This compact carrier comes with a stainless thermos, 
two stainless mugs and two spoons—just bring coffee 
and go! The heathered color-block design brings style 
to any outing, while a large main compartment and 
smaller front slash pocket keep things organized. The 
tote is smartly made with recycled polyester.

101786-774 Greystone

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $59.98R

{ Available June 2024 }
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Anker® Soundcore Glow 
Mini Bluetooth® Speaker
Elevate any gathering with an immersive light show 
that sets the stage for an unforgettable party experience. 
This mini speaker has a built-in 360 light show that 
synchronizes to the music. The portable design even 
floats, to make any pool party a little more chill. 
Listen up to 12 hours on a single charge.

102209-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $39.99T
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Combining sophisticated design and seamless 
wireless charging for unparalleled convenience.

Anker® 318 Wireless Charging Pad
A sophisticated solution with style-savvy tech, this charging 
pad features a high-quality protective material, LED 
indicators, non-slip pad, and advanced safety features 
including temperature control and surge protection.

102132-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $29.99T

Anker® MagGo 5K 
Power Bank with Stand
No more tangled cables while working, 
watching or gaming. This magnetic battery 
does double-duty as a wireless charger, all in 
one compact and convenient, credit-card size.

102147-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $39.99T

{ Available May 2024 }
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iLive™ Retro Wireless Bluetooth Speaker
For music afi cionados, gamers and playlist DJs, 

this speaker packs a powerful punch in a small and stylish 
package. Full frequency response delivers the whole 

spectrum of sound from rumbling bass to soaring treble, 
and quickly pairs to any Bluetooth® enabled device. 
Speakerphone enables hands-free phone calls for 

seamless multi-function usage. 

102031-001 Black  •  102031-410 Navy

Cleer® Roam NC Active 
Noise Cancelling Earbuds

Give the gift of sound and a little peace and quiet with 
these water-resistant, sweatproof, noise cancelling earbuds. 

High-quality listening with Bluetooth 5.2 connectivity. 
Up to 5 hours of playback with additional 10 hours 

of use with case. Clear call quality with 4 microphone 
design in each earbud.

102010-037 Graphite

Cleer® Enduro 100 
Bluetooth Headphones
Non-stop sound, with 100 hours of battery
life packed in a lightweight design. Plush 
circum-aural folding design for extended 
listening comfort and flexible storage. 
Hi-res audio performance included with 
3.5mm cable. Includes lithium battery. 

102012-410 Navy

AS LOW AS $44.99T AS LOW AS $69.99T

AS LOW AS $129.99T
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Repeat Recycled Poly Backpack
Good for the earth and great for everyday, this 
contemporary take on the classic backpack is constructed 
with 100% recycled fabric and webbing made from 
plastic bottles. The compact, tailored design includes a 
secure, zippered main compartment and handy features 
like slash front pocket and a mesh bottle pocket.

101635-001 Black NEW COLOR  •  101635-031 Medium Grey
101635-320 Kelly Green  •  101635-430 Royal Blue
101635-610 Red

NEW COLOR ADDED  |  AS LOW AS $13.98R
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EVENT ESSENTIALS

Repeat Recycled Poly Sling Bag
A modern update to a classic sling bag using recycled fabric 
and webbing made from plastic bottles. Features a front 
zippered pocket for storing accessories and a dual zippered 
opening to the large main compartment.

101636-001 Black NEW COLOR  •  101636-031 Medium Grey
101636-320 Kelly Green  •  101636-430 Royal Blue
101636-610 Red

NEW COLOR ADDED  |  AS LOW AS $8.98R
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Repeat Recycled Poly Cinchpack
This cinchpack comes in fi ve fresh colors for a pop of 

personality that will stand out in any crowd. Complete with 
a heavy gauged cord drawstring closure and handy interior 

zippered pocket. Made of 100% recycled materials.

101638-001 Black NEW COLOR
101638-031 Medium Grey  •  101638-320 Kelly Green

101638-430 Royal Blue  •  101638-610 Red

NEW COLOR ADDED  |  AS LOW AS $7.98R

Repeat Recycled Poly Tote
A tote that makes a great fi rst impression, with striking 
color contrasts, clean lines and a front hidden zippered 
pocket to organize essentials on-the-go. Made of 
100% recycled materials.

101637-001 Black NEW COLOR
101637-031 Medium Grey  •  101637-320 Kelly Green
101637-430 Royal Blue  •  101637-610 Red

NEW COLOR ADDED  |  AS LOW AS $8.48R

Repeat Recycled Poly Waist Pack
A contemporary and eco-friendly refresh to the 

traditional waist pack. Loaded with thoughtful features 
like a fully adjustable waist band up to 45", a front pocket 

for quick access to essentials and contrasting color 
details for out-of-the ordinary impact. 

Made of 100% recycled materials.

101972-001 Black  •  101972-031 Medium Grey
101972-320 Kelly Green  •  101972-430 Royal Blue

101972-610 Red

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $5.98R
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NEW  |  AS LOW AS $7.98R

Mesh Tote Bag
Current, fresh and easy to love, this mesh tote 
is both lightweight and durable, making it the 
perfect choice for any trade show, work event 
or everyday errand. This smart, eco-conscious 
tote is made with rPET center front and back 
panels and features a roomy main compartment 
that makes storage a breeze. 

102042-001 Black  •  102042-430 Royal Blue
102042-610 Red

{ Available May 2024 }
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CORKCICLE® 
Commuter Backpack
This buttery-soft vegan leather backpack 
strikes the right balance of upscale and easy. 
A gusseted main compartment keeps the bag 
upright and open for work or packing and 
includes a separate padded laptop pocket. 
Comes with a back trolley hook to attach to 
luggage for hands-free carrying.

101728-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $79.98S

VERSALIFE TREND
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Always Prepared

CARRY THE DAY

CORKCICLE® Commuter Tote
This refined everyday companion features  
buttery-soft vegan leather and seamlessly  
transitions from cubicle to cocktails. The zippered  
main compartment keeps items organized and  
secure with a removable zippered laptop sleeve  
that fits into a padded pocket.

101727-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $69.98S

VERSALIFE TREND
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KEEPCOOL® Nairobi  
Jute Shopper Cooler
Versatile and stylish, this is a contemporary 
take on the classic jute shopping cooler. 
Contrasting cotton webbing handles and 
full zip closure add stylish flair while making 
carrying a breeze. It's a smart way to keep 
items cool to and from the market, office, 
outing or errand. PEVA heat-sealed lining.

102113-101 Natural

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $34.98S

KEEPCOOL® Rio  
Quilted Expandable Cooler
The sleek and minimalistic vibe of this quilted tote cooler 
makes it just right for today’s cool and casual lifestyle. 
Made with water-repellent fabric and a full zip closure to 
keep it pristine through any adventure. Generously sized 
with an expandable bottom for increased capacity.  
PEVA heat-sealed lining.

102114-276 Latte

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $34.98S
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KEEPCOOL® Oslo Messenger Cooler
This cooler is a delightful mix of form and function with sleek 
styling that prioritizes easy access and support, making it a favorite 
carry-companion for any errand. Features full zip-around closure, 
Velcro® lid for added security, and an adjustable long shoulder strap, 
providing customizable comfort. PEVA heat-sealed lining.

102112-749 Ash-Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $34.98S

Chill Responsibly
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Osprey Arcane™ Roll Top Pack
Designed for daily durability, this stylish bag is crafted from recycled 
polyester fabric, repurposed from 13 plastic bottles, off ering a smart and 
eco-conscious solution for your everyday needs. With a roll-top main 
compartment secured by dependable webbing and an aluminum buckle 
closure, essentials stay safe and easily accessible. Featuring additional 
storage solutions including a vertical zip panel pocket, front slash pocket 
and interior document sleeve, no detail is overlooked. Made with 
high-quality bluesign®-approved recycled fabrics. Backed by Osprey’s 
All Mighty Guarantee.

100708-001 Black NEW COLOR  •  100708-017 Stonewash Black

NEW COLOR ADDED  |  AS LOW AS $114.98S
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Osprey Arcane™ Small Day
This day pack is constructed with recycled polyester fabric made 
from nearly eight plastic bottles. The J-zip front panel keeps your 
essentials close at hand and the inside 13" fully padded sleeve 
keeps your laptop secure. Includes an interior document sleeve 
and a clever shoulder strap pocket to tuck away small items. Made 
with high-quality bluesign®-approved recycled fabrics. Backed by 
Osprey’s All Mighty Guarantee.

100702-001 Black NEW COLOR 
100702-017 Stonewash Black

NEW COLOR ADDED  |  AS LOW AS $94.98S

Osprey Arcane™ Crossbody
This versatile bag is the one to watch, combining  
the best of both a tote and a sling. Compact and sleek, 
it’s suitable for any errand or outing, with an internal  
water-bottle pocket and a fold over option for an  
even smaller silhouette. Made with high-quality  
bluesign®-approved recycled fabrics. Backed by 
Osprey’s All Mighty Guarantee.

101192-001 Black NEW COLOR 
101192-017 Stonewash Black

NEW COLOR ADDED  |  AS LOW AS $64.98S
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Samsonite Ascella 3.0 Carry-On 
Expandable Spinner
Elevate your travel experience with our sophisticated 
multi-stop trolley. Its luxurious soft-touch grip ensures comfort 
while on the move. Stay eff ortlessly organized with convenient 
pockets, including a removable Wetpak™ pocket for toiletries. 
Plus, enjoy the convenience of a USB charging pass-thru pocket. 
Travel with style and effi  ciency.

101806-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $169.98S

Set for Discovery

TRAVEL STARTS HERE
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Ready to Go

American Tourister® 
Embark Travel Organizer
For both the novice and the seasoned traveler, 
this organizer is a well-loved essential. It keeps 
travel documents, credit cards, cords and other 
accessories accessible, organized and secure. 
Made with recycled materials.

100155-001 Black  •  100155-079 Gunite

ADVENTOURIST TREND

American Tourister® 
Embark Utility Tote
Just the right balance of utility and style, 
this tote is perfect for weekends or 
workdays alike. It sports a large main 
compartment with a snap closure 
and dual side pockets. Made with 
recycled materials.

100156-001 Black  •  100156-079 Gunite

ADVENTOURIST TREND

AS LOW AS $12.98S

AS LOW AS $32.98S
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Silicone Luggage Tag
This vibrant luggage tag makes any bag easy to spot.  
Made from durable, flexible silicone, it's great for identifying 
everything from luggage to school bags. Equipped with a 
steel loop, offering the convenience to effortlessly attach 
and detach, ensuring easy identification and personalization.

101968-361 Kelly Green  •  101968-430 Royal Blue 
101968-738 Vibrant Yellow  •  101968-853 Vibrant Orange
101968-937 Red

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $1.98R

Renew rPET Waist Pack
Tailor-built for hands-free convenience. This roomy little 
waist pack keeps essentials easy to access and includes a 
front zippered compartment to keep valuables secure.  
A padded back panel makes it a comfortable companion 
on any outing. Designed with recycled fabric (rPET) and 
webbing made from plastic bottles.

101976-001 Black  •  101976-410 Navy

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $9.98R

Recycled polyester (rPET) is made from post-consumer materials, like recycled water bottles. By choosing recycled  
polyester, we're able to deliver the same quality products, while reducing our environmental footprint.

MADE FROM PLASTIC BOTTLES

Renew rPET 3 Piece Packing Cube Set 
The perfect companions for organized travel, these three packing 
cubes nest together for easy storage when not in use. Designed with 
recycled fabric (rPET) and webbing made from plastic bottles.

101038-001 Black  •  101038-216 Brindle  •  101038-410 Navy

AS LOW AS $19.98R
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Sturdy and 
  Hard Working 

TOOLS OF THE TRADE

Heritage Supply Pro 
Padfolio & Construction Pen Set
Built to last and made to carry anywhere, this padfolio 
features plenty of organization with three zippered 
mesh pockets and an additional interior sleeve for 
a 15" tablet or laptop. Construction pen in antique 
brass included.

101249-001 Black NEW COLOR
101249-022 Dark Grey
101249-260 Dune

NEW COLOR ADDED  |  AS LOW AS $42.98R
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Heritage Supply Pro Gear Duff el
Made for the trades, this duff el is a high-functioning, water resistant, 
organized job site solution. Crafted with a structured doctor-style opening, providing eff ortless 
access for convenience. Includes an interior tablet pocket and adjustable, dual-carry handles.

101246-001 Black NEW COLOR  •  101246-022 Dark Grey  •  101246-260 Dune

NEW COLOR ADDED  |  AS LOW AS $49.98R
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Heritage Supply Pro Gear Backpack
This job site backpack is durable enough to hold tools 
and designed to keep them organized. Hardworking, 
wipeable and water resistant, it’s structured with a 
puddle-proof bottom and  
a fully-lined interior including nine tool pockets. 

101245-001 Black NEW COLOR 
101245-022 Dark Grey 
101245-260 Dune

NEW COLOR ADDED  |  AS LOW AS $39.99R
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Heritage Supply Pro Jug - 64 oz.
This rugged, hard-working jug keeps beverages 

cold for up to 24 hours in any conditions. 
Built with double-walled, insulated, 

sweatproof materials and a non-slip base.

101938-001 Black

Heritage Supply Pro 
Thermos Bottle - 44 oz.

Keeps coff ee or soup hot throughout the day and water 
cold for up to 24 hours. Engineered with a twist and 

pour stopper and durable with a matte fi nish.

101939-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $32.98R

Heritage Supply Pro 
Travel Tumbler - 27 oz.

A cupholder friendly design makes this durable 
travel tumbler the one to carry on the move. 
Hardworking, double-walled insulation keeps 

beverages hot for six hours or cold for up to twelve. 
Holds more than three cups of coff ee.

101940-001 Black

NEW  |  AS LOW AS $26.98R

Heritage Supply Pro XL Lunch Cooler
A lunch cooler with an appetite for durability, the roomy 

handles do double-duty as a place to stash 
and carry a jacket or larger drinkware canteen. Off ers 

superior functionality with a molded grab handle, built with 
comfort and accessibility in mind. 24 can capacity.

101248-001 Black NEW COLOR
101248-022 Dark Grey  •  101248-260 Dune

NEW COLOR ADDED  |  AS LOW AS $39.98R NEW  |  AS LOW AS $34.98R
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